1 Shot Speed Dry UV Acrylic Clear
CLEARS, BLOCKOUTS & PRIMERS

UV Acrylic Clear is a multipurpose solvent base acrylic clear with ultra violet

absorbers that help protect against colour fading. This product is for interior or exterior
use on PVC pressure sensitive vinyl, wood, masonite, MDO plywood, drywall, metal and
plastic. A super clear, fast dry and blister/stain resistant topcoat. Excellent for use as a
clear overcoat for most inkjet prints.
4005 Gloss Clear
4005 Gloss Clear
4005A Gloss Clear

Quart - 56.00
Gallon - 179.85
12 oz. Aerosol - 18.80

CHROMATIC “GRAPHIGUARD” UV CLEAR TOPCOAT
These UV Resistant Waterborne Clears offer moderate mar resistance and
excellent UV protection both for themselves as well as the surface coatings
they cover. GRAPHIGUARD Clears are an exceptional choice as a protective
topcoat for lettering or Bulletin enamels as well as - UV Ink, Solvent,
Eco-Sol, and Thermal Resin Transfer print projects.
Apply Brush, Roller, or Spr
4331020
4331030

CHROMATIC

Gloss Topcoat
Matte Topcoat

214.85 / gallon
214.85/ gallon

CHROMATIC

ONE SHOT SIGN RESTORE CLEAR

CHROMATIC FLATTENING CLEAR
CLEAR FLATTENING PASTE unlike flattening agents
from other industries, Chromatic has created a varnish
additive which changes enamels in a range from just
off gloss to matte by adding gradual amounts.

4329500

Flattening Paste

SIGN RESTORING CLEAR (4003) is an oil based clear
finish formulated for sign restoration. When repainting is not desired, this product may be used to partially restore gloss level on signs originally painted
with Lettering Enamels or Bulletin Colours.

42.95 / quart

33.50/Quart

87.80/ Gallon

Superfrog 7000 Sunscreen Clear Frog Juice
FROG JUICE is a clear spray or roll-on sunscreen protectant for digital & thermal printing. Frog Juice is very glossy. It is
relative to automotive clear. It is totally synthetic and will not yellow. It does not require a hardener or catalyst. It achieves
maximum hardness slowly over a period of 30 days, yet is ready to handle and place outdoors in 30 minutes. Frog Juice can
be sprayed or brushed with a foam brush. Rolling is not recommended. Frog Juice is normally thinned with mineral spirits.
There are multiple uses for Frog Juice. An instructive and technical sheet is available on request. Testing is recommended.

12 oz Aerosol - 17.40 each

Quart - 49.50 each

For full application instructions click here

Blockouts and Primers
CHROMATIC BLOCKOUT WHITE
PBOW602 BLOCK OUT WHITE (4420602) is a high
viscosity block out white. Higher in pigmentation than
PBOW Block Out White, this material is chosen when
virtually complete coverage over a previously painted
sign is desired. This is particularly important when
topcoating with the more transparent colours and
colour mixes. Solvent based.

4420602

Blockout White

99.90/ Gallon

CHROMATIC “TI-COTE” VINYL PRIMER
TI-COTE CLEAR PRIMER BARRIER COAT
(4331010-GLOSS, 4331011-FLAT) is a high
performance water based clear primer/barrier
coating developed for use on vinyl substrates
such as flexible faces, awnings, banners and
self adhesive vinyls, to allow the use of enamel
topcoats and lettering enamels.

58.19 / Quart

165.55/ Gallon

CHROMATIC FOAM/POROUS PRIMER
HIGH BUILD PRIMER WHITE (4411010) is
a high viscosity waterborne primer developed
to fill porosity in high density urethane foam as
well as fill tooling marks in most woods and foams.
It may also be used for filling various porous substrates and is easily sanded for a smooth finish.

46.65/ Quart
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Graphic Commerce Ltd.

140.75/ Gallon

CHROMATIC PRIMER/METAL & WOOD WHITE
METAL and Wood Primer White - is a fast drying
high opacity primer with good adhesive qualities
on both wood and steel. A coarser pigment par
ticle offers the system greater “tooth” than PBOW
Block Out White. Metal and Wood primer sands
easily. It is also good for use as a primer-burnish
ing sealer under gold sizes and may be slightly
tinted. Solvent based.
Product No. 4403101 - Gallon - 95.50

CHROMATIC PRIMER - ALL PURPOSE
WP1008 UNIVERSAL WHITE PRIMER (4411008)
Is a waterborne high performance modified acrylic suitable for
many surfaces. It exhibits excellent adhesion to wood, metal,
acrylic , urethane foam, most rigid PVC, properly prepared brick
and concrete and many other surfaces; except polycarbonate.
Almost all paints will adhere to it whether solvent or water based.

4411008

Universal Primer

129.70/ Gallon

1 SHOT 5004 VINYL PRIMER

A clear, water based primer for vinyl and most rigid synthetic
surfaces including expanded PVC, corrogated styrene, ABS plastics
and most PVC vinyl film products.5004 Vinyl Primer creates a barrier
against plasticizer migration, making surfaces suitable for finishing
with 1Shot Background and Lettering Enamels, Chromatic Bulletin
Colors and even Fluorescent and Art & Sign Poster Colors.While
milky when applied, 5004 Vinyl Primer dries clear, and is generally
ready to accept 1 Shot paint products in 30-40 minutes.
5004 Primer 108.74/Gallon
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36.25/Quart

